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÷One employee on just €35,000 a year owes the beleaguered
bank more than €500,000÷ Cutback redundancies would be futile

AIB STAFF OWE
THE BANK €3BN

By Neil Michael
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THE full extent of AIB’s
recklessness became
apparent last night
when it was revealed
that its own staff owe
the bank more than
€3billion.

Just over €2.5billion of the huge
figure is made up of mortgages
and home-related loans, while
at least €500million consists of
other types of credit from their
employer.

Shocking as the figures are, bank
sources have admitted the sums
involved could be even bigger.
And as AIB considers redundancies to reduce its costs, the
exercise could prove futile, if not
impossible, with so much debt tied
up with its employees.
One AIB insider last night claimed
that around 1,000 employees – out
of a total of 12,000 – account for an
astonishing €1billion in unpaid
mortgage debt.
Some staff on salaries of less than
€35,000 reportedly have debts of
more than €500,000, thanks to the
bank’s profligacy during the boom.
Another employee said: ‘As a member of staff, you were entitled to an
almost automatic €20,000 loan, a
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Fiscal crisis,
expenses...
yes, it’s 1980
IT was the year Charlie Haughey
told us we were living ‘away
beyond our means’.
Now, State papers just released
under the 30-year rule, show
that in 1980, no one was living
further beyond our means than
Haughey’s own government.
The set-upon taxpayer had to
pick up a £200,000-plus entertainment tab for lavish meals at
Le Coq Hardi and the Shelbourne,
and gifts at Brown Thomas.
Haughey’s largesse with taxpayers’ money even extended to
footing a £20,000 bill for wooden
fences incurred by the Church
during the Pope’s visit in 1979.
But it didn’t seem to dent the
taoiseach’s popularity, with voters even writing to him to seek
advice on marital problems.
As for Pope John Paul II, the
papers reveal that Margaret
Thatcher enlisted him to help
end the IRA hunger strikes.
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